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Derricks, a Painting by Laurence Williams, Frontispiece
Tendencies of American Life by Dr. Northup, P. 289
Provincial New York by Betty Kirk, P. 292
'T was a Grand Life! Drawings by Leonard Good, P. 293
Oklahoma's Mercury--Churchill by F. L. Dennis, P. 294
The New Alpha Omicron Pi House, Photograph, P. 297
With the Sooners in Athletics by Jack Stone, P. 297
Larry—an Oklahoma Master by O. B. Jacobson, P. 298
Hats Off to, P. 300
A Major Operation on Education, P. 301
Taking the University Out of Politics, P. 304
As We Were Saying, P. 306
Here and There With Sooners, P. 308
Sooner Books and Authors, P. 323
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